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SA’s road safety crisis needs a plan, accountability
“Our vision as the South African Road Federation (SARF) is to help deﬁne and inﬂuence the sustainable
provision of eﬃcient and safe roads. Through our many initiatives, partnerships and training programmes,
many of which you will read about in this ﬁrst edition of our newsletter for 2019, we are doing this.
“Yet as we head towards another Easter period, my concern is that the road crashes that we will experience
in the coming weeks will once again cost this country heavily. Road users, their families and friends, traﬃc
authorities, emergency services and healthcare workers are all about to be negatively aﬀected if not
devastated, yet there is no overarching strategy that prevents and addresses what is eﬀectively a road
safety crisis in South Africa.
“Primarily, there is a worrying sense of lawlessness across our road network and an absence of accountability.
“South Africa needs a dedicated plan for road safety that all stakeholders are aware of, that integrates the
activities of all players, that is properly resourced so it can be eﬀectively implemented and that is sustainable
with checks and balances that can be measured and that hold individuals accountable. Such a plan should
clarify what is expected of law enforcement oﬃcials at national, regional, local and municipal levels and
properly recognise their role in road safety.
“The recent load shedding has gridlocked our cities and the frustration of drivers and road users is
understandable. Yet frustration is not a reason to act recklessly and break the law.
“I urge all South African road users to take a step back and be far more mindful as they get onto the roads
this holiday period. Mindful of the fact that they are sharing the road with others, that other people may be
in a diﬀerent frame of mind to them, that they need to stop and rest at the many diﬀerent outlets and
stations that have been built across our road network, and that safety starts with them. The price we are all
currently paying through road crashes in human casualty, incident costs and vehicle repairs is far too high.

“Let every road user act in a way that we would like all
road stakeholders to act – responsibly, with dignity,
fairly, and in accordance with the law.”
Saied Solomons

SARF School Safety

Speech and poetry compo boosts road safety awareness
in eThekwini
A joint initiative run by the South African Road Federation (SARF) and the eThekwini Transport Authority
(ETA) is promoting public speaking and creative writing amongst primary school learners while building
awareness about road safety.
20% of all road fatalities in South Africa involve children. Many learners involved in traﬃc crashes are on their
way to and from school. 70% of learners in eThekwini walk to school and back and children ages 5-9 years
are most commonly involved in incidents.
A road safety competition for learners in grades 2 to 7 was launched in 2017/8. Based on its success it was
run again in 2018/9.
Learners must recite a poem or present a prepared speech about their road safety concerns for their school
or community which must include a commitment to road safety. Adjudication for the ﬁrst round is done by
the schools and the second round is judged by SARF and ETA oﬃcials.
Lavern Moodley, Senior Civil Engineer at the ETA and SARF regional chairperson for KZN says, “This
competition is aligned to the National Curriculum statement on road safety education and promotes good
road safety practices amongst learners.”

Participation and winners
Six schools participated in the Poetry category and eight schools participated in the Prepared speech
category. The awards’ event for the 2017/8 competition took place on the 23 March 2018 at the Durban
Jewish Centre. All schools were present except Ndabazezwe Primary from Kwa Mashu that was unable
to attend.
Winners of the Poetry category were:
1st place - Andiswa Thusi from Inkonkoni Primary
2nd place - Njabulo Jani from Nomzamo Mandela
3rd place - Lona Luthuli from Wiggins Primary.
Winners of the Prepared Speech category were:
1st place - Chumani Mphongoma from Inkonkoni Primary
2nd place - Sibisi Olwethu from Mayville Primary
3rd place - Msomi Zandile from Nomzamo Mandela.
Basil Jonsson, SARF Operations Director, says, “Last year’s competition really got learners thinking about
road safety and helped schools improve their road safety practices. This year we decided to increase the prize
money from R18 000 to R30 000 and to include a category for learners with special needs. A total of 9 schools
are gearing up for the ﬁnal judging on 2 May 2019 and the awards ceremony on 17 May 2019.”

The triumphant 2017/8 SARF/ETA school safety award winners with the SARF/ETA team members

Launch of SANRAL’S Technical Innovation Hub (TIA)

Harnessing technology to improve lives and promote
progressive development in transport
In February this year over 90 delegates attended a seminar presented by the South African Road Federation
(SARF) Western Cape Region and SANRAL to introduce the SANRAL Technical Innovation Hub (TIH) to
professionals in the road transport industry. The seminar aimed to raise awareness of the TIH and the
SANRAL Research Panel and to foster cooperation in ensuring the national road transport system delivers
a better South Africa for all.
The TIH was established to ensure SA remains in touch with Smart Road technologies and global innovation.
Kobus van der Walt, who heads up the TIH, said, “The road user routinely harnesses smart technology on
their devices, in their vehicles, in their oﬃces and homes. It therefore stands to reason that this technology
should be integrated into the travel experience during our everyday commutes. This is ultimately where the
world is headed and South Africa should be no diﬀerent.”
“Current projects that the TIH is involved in include the use of robotic ﬂaggers at road construction sites,
intelligent road studs to provide additional guidance to the road user and the planned use of 3D road
markings.”
Other presentations covered in the seminar program included Video analytics for vehicle inspection and
pedestrian detection, Drones for engineering applications, Floating car data, Road sensors, Electrical and
automated vehicles, Alternative materials, i.e. nanotechnologies and Augmented / virtual reality.

The needs of the road user highlighted
“The TIH wants to create solutions that directly speak to the needs of the road user,” said Kobus. “Through
research and partnerships, we want to create an engaging environment where the road user can get the
best use out of our national road network.
“There is close synergy between SARF and SANRAL in promoting safety and supporting the development
of sustainable road infrastructure to promote economic development.”

Introducing the SANRAL TIH and the SANRAL Research Panel
is Kobus van der Walt. The seminar was attended by
professionals in the road industry interested in current and
future innovations.

SANRAL’s Lindokuhle Gamede shares
his expertise on camera technologies
involving video analytics and infrared
vehicle inspections.

SARF International News

Road safety is a global problem
In the cosmopolitan capital and largest city of Argentina, Buenos Aires, 65 delegates from 22 countries were
behind closed doors from 10 to 22 March 2019 on an intensive international road safety academic
programme. One of the participants was Operations Director of the South African Road Federation (SARF),
Basil Jonsson, and another was Kutullo Khoza, SARF Junior Programme Oﬃcer from the Botnar Child Road
Safety Project in Mogale City.
The Global Road Safety Leadership Course (GRSLC) is a biannual course coordinated and delivered by the
Global Road Safety Partnership, in partnership with Johns Hopkins University’s International Injury Research
Unit (JH-IIRU).

Decade of Action for Road Safety
Key objectives of this year’s Global Road Safety Leadership Course were to build leadership capacity to
design, advocate for, and implement eﬀective road safety programmes and policies. It centred on the
Decade of Action for Road Safety.
Says Basil, “The course was very intense and the use of laptops in course time was not allowed. This allowed
us to focus on the key road safety issues that aﬀect countries across the world, share experiences and beneﬁt
from international best practice.
“To complement the materials covered in class, we went on two ﬁeld trips. Participants beneﬁted from a
guided tour of road safety interventions in key areas of Buenos Aires, which was facilitated by the National
Road Safety Agency in Argentina. Then, a demonstration of the recently implemented data collection system
in Buenos Aires took place, which enabled me and my fellow delegates to understand how road crash data is
compiled in Argentina and how it informs road safety interventions.

SA joined by Ghana and Tanzania – high standard of presentations
“Other delegates from the African continent were from Ghana and Tanzania. The presentations were of a very
high standard and with each session we had group work that we had to complete. Each group had to design
a story board for their country and pitch their country as an investment destination. We also had to complete
examinations that covered the content of the course that had been presented.”
As a way of getting the delegates to interact with each other, a cultural evening was held at the outset of the
programme. “Kutullo and I joined forces with the other African delegates and performed a song and dance
from Ghana which was well received,” says Basil.
During the closing ceremony, one of the course presenters asked Kutullo to share his impressions of the
course with the group. Says Basil, “He was the only one that was chosen. He did SARF and South Africa proud,
he spoke from the heart and gave a fantastic speech that many of the delegates recorded.”

65 delegates from 22 countries including South Africa attended the Global Road Safety Leadership
Course (GRSLC) in Argentina in March 2019.

SARF Capacity Building and Training

Public Works engineering staﬀ upskilled ahead of
North West gravel road upgrade
As the North West province gears up for a major gravel roads maintenance and construction programme, the
Gravel Road Design, Construction and Maintenance course that SARF presented for the North West
Department of Public Works and Roads in March this year could not have come at a better time.
Presented by engineering and road sector expert, Dr Phil Paige-Green, it was a high-level course for
engineers, technologists and technicians with at least 5 years post-graduate experience who are involved in
the design, construction and maintenance of unsealed roads. A total of 49 people took part.

Draft TRH 20 document
Unsealed gravel, soil and earth roads comprise more than 75% of the proclaimed road network in South
Africa. Over the past 20 years considerable research has been carried out regarding the design, construction,
maintenance, management and upgrading of unsealed roads, which has been incorporated in the revised
Draft TRH 20 document.
“The objective of this course was to systematically work through the information in this document, with
examples and practical exercises,” said Dr Paige-Green.
The course covered the following areas:
•
The performance of unsealed roads
•
Design of unsealed roads
•
Construction aspects
•
Maintenance
•
Gravel road management
•
Investigation and maintenance measure selection
•
Safety aspects and
•
Rehabilitation, improvement and upgrading.

News from the SARF Eastern Cape Region

Winning pics from civil engineers feature on
SARF’s 2019 calendar
Since 2016 the South African Road Federation (SARF) has held a photographic competition for people
working in the civil engineering industry. Last year it was decided that the winning 2018 photographs
would be used for the 2019 SARF calendar which is distributed to all SARF members and stakeholders.
Anyone working in civil engineering can submit a photograph for the competition which has expanded from
year to year.
Tronél Candiotes-Strydom, SARF Eastern Cape Regional Coordinator, says, “The competition stated with two
categories – Technical Excellence and Engineering Infrastructure. In 2017, we introduced a new General
category to encourage entries from SARF members that practise photography as a hobby. In 2018, we
introduced prizes and this year we are planning on securing sponsorship to oﬀer entrants prizes with
monetary value.”

2018 award winners
The Technical Excellence category received ten entries. Alex Erens from Bosch projects earning ﬁrst prize for
his photo of a Seal Train on the R63. The Engineering Infrastructure category also received 10 entries. Keith
Simon from KCS Consultants took ﬁrst prize for his photo titled Addo Nomthamsangqa Trees.
Says Tronél: “The General category received a whopping 26 entries, making it clear that civil engineers like
taking pictures. This category was won by Neilan Naidoo from SANRAL for his photo entitled Tranquility
eNkovukeni.”
Entries for the 2019 competition close at the end of October 2019.

Addo Nomthamsangqa Trees by Keith Simon

Seal Train on the R63 by Alex Erens

SARF Conference and Education News

Road infrastructure conference murals ‘recycled’
The South African Road Federation (SARF) in association with the International Road Federation,
headquartered in Washington DC (IRF) and the PIARC (World Roads Association), hosted the Regional
Conference for Africa at the Durban International Convention Centre in Durban in October last year,
a conference considered to be the ﬂagship event for road infrastructure in Southern Africa.
Tom McKune, HOD in the Department of Civil Engineering of the Durban University of Technology (DUT)
in Pietermaritzburg and Shanley Hay, the eThekwini Chair in Urban Infrastructure, lead a delegation of
young researchers who presented their postgraduate research papers at the conference.
“On arrival at the venue delegates were greeted by a magniﬁcent mural at the registration desk which
included photos of the Mt Edgecombe Interchange and a community-based project in Cape Town where
the local community had been uplifted through their participation in a road infrastructure project,” says Basil.
Tom and Shanley asked SARF Operations Director Basil Jonsson what would happen to the magniﬁcent
murals after the conference was over.
A few weeks later, the Mt Edgecombe Interchange photo was installed in the entrance of the recently
completed Civil Engineering Building on the Pietermaritzburg campus of DUT. “This wonderful display of
engineering ingenuity is now the gateway to our building which will be seen and appreciated by the many
students who choose to study at DUT in Pietermaritzburg and by all our visitors,” says Tom.
Basil adds, “The second photographs is from a project that we run with the City of Cape Town which has
seen women from local communities trained to repair potholes and other defects in the road. I was able to
give them their photo. The third image will be put up at the SARF oﬃces… A fantastic recycling project!”

SARF President’s Award

SARF recognises outstanding contribution to
SA’s road sector
Dr. Paul Nordengen from the CSIR Built Environment was the recipient of the South African Road Federation
(SARF) President’s Award for 2018. The SARF Presidents Award is awarded to a person in the roads Industry
who has made an outstanding contribution to the roads industry. The four SARF regions each nominate
someone for the award and the SARF President then makes the ﬁnal decision.
In his acceptance speech Dr. Nordengen thanked the President, Basil Jonsson and the SARF Council for the
award. He said that he has been involved with SARF for more than 20 years and the most rewarding thing
during this time was serving on the SARF Education committee.
Just looking at the additional courses and the increase in the number of delegates attending SARF courses
since 1990 shows the extent of his contribution to building capacity in the roads sector in South Africa.
Dr. Paul Nordengen holds a PhD in engineering from the University of KwaZulu-Natal. He joined the CSIR
in 1987 to focus on infrastructure management systems in roads and transport technology. He has various
publications on bridge management systems, self-regulation in the transport industry, the load accreditation
programme for the heavy vehicle transport industry, and performance-based standards for heavy vehicles
and abnormal loads. He leads the CSIR’s work on several key road and infrastructure development projects
across the country. He holds a BSc (Civil Engineering), an MSc (Structural Engineering) and a PhD in
Engineering for the University of KwaZulu-Natal. He also leads the CSIR’s work on self-regulation and
performance-based standards for heavy vehicles, bridge management, heavy vehicle transport and
overload control, and abnormal vehicle management systems.

“Dr. Nordengen’s positive inﬂuence
on our road sector currently cannot
be matched. He is nationally and
internationally renowned and his
expertise covers civil engineering,
network asset management systems
and standards for heavy vehicles. He
also serves on various international
and local standards bodies.”
- Saied Solomons, SARF President.
Dr. Paul Nordengen,
winner of the 2018 SARF President’s Award

SARF Thought Leadership

South Africa’s roads overlooked in Mboweni’s budget
By Saied Solomons, President of the South African Road Federation
South Africa’s 750,000-kilometre road network is one of the pillars our economy and should have featured
prominently in the budget that was presented in parliament in February this year. Our road network is the
10th longest in the world, is worth about R2-trillion and is vital for South Africa’s economic prosperity.
South Africa does not have a comprehensive road funding policy. I hope that the new draft policy developed
as far back as 2017 will ﬁll this gap. Policy has to come before a budget as the Finance Minister himself
emphasised. Right now, the funding of our roads remains inherently ﬂawed in the absence of a policy to
enable a road funding mechanism and administration that is acceptable to all stakeholders.
“The fuel levy increase - by 29 cents per litre for petrol and 30 cents per litre for diesel - is a far
from ideal way to ﬁnance our roads. This levy taxes the poor at the same tax rate as the rich.
Those who can aﬀord newer more fuel-eﬃcient cars are paying less to travel the same distance
than those who are less well-oﬀ and drive older vehicles.”
Government is also losing revenue due to the continuous improvement in vehicle fuel eﬃciency. Many
people are paying more road use tax through the fuel levy than what their fair share of road use demands.
With more electric vehicles on the horizon, the fuel levy would not be sustainable. It also does not consider
road damage caused by the mass of a vehicle and critically, it cannot be used as a tool to manage congestion
during peak periods.
Minister Mboweni highlighted the rapid rate of urbanisation in South Africa but did not stress roads as being
central to dealing with it. Two-thirds of our population live in urban areas. Gauteng is soaring beyond a
population of 14-million. The number of vehicles that people own in SA has doubled since 1994 with some
40% of these vehicle owners living in Gauteng.
With this enormous demand on our roads, the available funding for maintenance and expansion of the road
network is not enough and road users are paying more and more in time due to congestion. In
Johannesburg and Pretoria, for example, road users are currently spending roughly 37 minutes a day in
traﬃc which amounts to 141 hours a year. They are also paying heavily in vehicle operating costs where
roads are in poor condition.
“South Africa urgently needs a tariﬀ setting mechanism that deals with congestion as well as
bad driving behaviour, for which the fuel levy is not suitable.”
I salute the Finance Minister in promoting the user-pay principle and in encouraging South Africans to pay
for services and to pay their taxes. This, I hope, has set the scene to build understanding around a user-pay
principle that will counter the high levels of civil disobedience we are seeing in our country.
Ultimately, we need a completely new approach to road funding based on paying per the mass of the
vehicle and the distance travelled. We need to develop a system of road pricing that varies by when, how
much and where drivers use the roads. This should involve a tariﬀ setting mechanism that inﬂuences
behaviour and helps manage road capacity.
Public sentiment will be far easier to manage if we have a road use charging system that is cost-eﬀective,
eﬃcient, sustainable, equitable and well administered. Critically, charging for road use must be transparent
so that all sectors of society including ordinary South Africans know that government’s investment and road
infrastructure spending is in their interests.
“Finalising the draft roads policy will go a long way in sorting out our road funding challenges.”
Governments obtain the funds for roads mostly, although not exclusively, by way of general taxation, road
user levies and charges (including the fuel levy), and other taxes. Whether or not road funds are ring-fenced,
a key consideration for any government transport infrastructure policy – but speciﬁcally for roads – should
be that government’s investment and road infrastructure spending be in the public interest, and that the
public be conﬁdent that this is the case.

SARF Capacity building and Training news

Roads have a design life – rehabilitation needed
The South African Road Federation (SARF) and the Engineering Professions Association of Namibia presented
a three-day course on road pavement rehabilitation in February this year.
This course aimed to provide practical guidelines for those involved in the pavement rehabilitation of
surfaced roads. Roads engineer, Mike White, who presented the course says, “This course focused on larger
rehabilitation projects requiring more sophisticated inputs and design considerations and construction on a
larger scale requiring specialist contractors.
“As South Africa’s road infrastructure becomes older more surfaced roads are approaching the end of their
design life. They need to be rehabilitated to the investment made in the infrastructure. They also need to
provide the road user with an acceptable road network free from hazards. It is accepted that routine road
maintenance would be regularly carried out yet even with the best routine maintenance the road pavement
and other elements deteriorate or are damaged in time.”
The course dealt with strategies and procedures for road pavement rehabilitation. It also included a practical
session focused on visual assessments of road pavement defects.
A total of 14 road engineering professionals attended the course, which included representatives from the
City of Windhoek, Karibib Town Council, Namibia Ports Authority as well as contractors and private sector
engineering ﬁrms.

Attendees take a break during the road
pavement rehabilitation course held in Windhoek

Road stakeholders engage on SA’s road funding challenges
The Transport Forum was ﬁrst established in March 2007 to engage private, public and Not-for-Proﬁt
stakeholders in the transport sector and to provide a platform for them to engage with each other and
thrash out critical issues aﬀecting the sector. Through the Transport Forum’s monthly meetings stakeholders
remain informed about policy changes and the latest industry developments.
The Forum also has Special Interest Groups (SIG) that focus on critical issues in the sector. One of these
is the funding of roads in South Africa. The South African Road Federation (SARF), working with transport
economics specialist from Stellenbosch University, Prof. Stephan Krygsman, is part of this SIG and welcomes
the important contributions from the diverse range of organisations that are participating in this SIG. These
include representatives from all three spheres of government, state owned enterprises, private businesses
including ICT solution providers, regulatory bodies, and research and academic institutions.
Three SIG Forums have been held so far, all moderated by well-known economist Mike Schussler:
• "Setting the Stage – Road Funding and South Africa" which took place on Thursday, 6 December 2018
in Pretoria
• "Roads and the Economy" which took place on Thursday, 14 February 2019 in Johannesburg and
• "Road Funding in South Africa: Feedback from Operators" which took place on Thursday, 14 March 2019
in Midrand.
The key take outs are recorded and submitted to the Department of Transport task team to consider.
The Transport Forum now has an active attendance of over 900 delegates at its events annually.
Its website engages with over 7000 active users monthly and of that ﬁgure over 65% are previously
disadvantaged individuals.

News from the SARF Northern Region

Addressing and preventing anchor failures
The South African Road Federation (SARF) and suppliers of structural adhesive and anchor products
presented a seminar on structural failures in March. The concept for the seminar was ﬁrst mooted towards
the end of 2018 after anchor failures had occurred on a few well-known projects. The need to upskill and
inform engineering teams about what can go wrong was highlighted.
It was suggested that various suppliers take part in the initiative. A seminar planning committee was formed
made up of Vic Wilson-Taylor of VWT Consulting, Graham Jennings from Knight Piesold, Christiaan-Johannes
Davel from Hilti, Juan Roe van Wyk from Sika and Kevin Owen from Upat.
“Monthly meetings were held to coordinate and plan the seminar. From the outset there was a very good
spirit of cooperation between the committee members,” says Kevin. “The ﬁrst planning meeting took place
in October 2018 with regular meetings held up until end February 2019.”
The programme covered a range of topics, each supported by case studies where failures had taken
place, namely:
• The strengthening of Saldanha Bridge using Sika Carbodur BC Rods
• The Grace Point Methodist Church anchor failure
• The Chemical Doweling anchor failure and
• The incorrect chemical used for the Orkney water treatment plant.
The seminar was held on 6 March 2019 and was attended by 50 delegates.

SARF Road Safety – Supporting RTMS

A self-regulatory approach for improving heavy
vehicle safety
Heavy vehicle overloading and a culture of non-compliance to road safety protocols continue to be major
problems on roads in southern Africa despite eﬀorts at more eﬀective enforcement by the road and traﬃc
authorities. Overloading causes premature road deterioration and together with inadequate vehicle
maintenance, driver fatigue and poor levels of driver wellness, contributes to poor road safety. But the
Road Transport Management System (RTMS) is changing this.
RTMS is an industry-led, government-supported, voluntary, self-regulation scheme that encourages
consignors, consignees and road transport operators to implement a management system - a set of
standards - that demonstrate compliance with road traﬃc regulations and contributes to preserving
road infrastructure, improving road safety and increasing productivity. It is driven by Dr Paul Nordengen
from the CSIR.
The RTMS voluntarily regulates the heavy vehicle industry and has achieved signiﬁcant results
already such as:
• Reducing and minimising overloading
• Preventing excessive road wear and preserving the road infrastructure
• Enhancing heavy vehicle safety on the public road network
• Taking care of truck drivers’ health (driver wellness initiatives)
• Reducing of traﬃc violations (e.g. reducing speeding incidents)
• Improving eﬃciency in various industry supply chains
• Actively promoting skills development within the transport sector and
• Companies measuring their performance and taking responsibility for the impact of their activities
RTMS enables active implementation of four pillars of the United Nations Decade of Action
for Road Safety. The most signiﬁcant impact of RTMS has been improved road safety.
Although essentially a private sector initiative, there has been strong support from government and
signiﬁcant beneﬁts have been realised to the road authorities and the transport industry.
Indicators that have been monitored include overloading, speeding, traﬃc infringements, crash rates,
roll-overs, fuel eﬃciency and tyre wear.

The RTMS voluntarily regulates the heavy vehicle industry and has achieved signiﬁcant results already.
The most signiﬁcant impact of RTMS has been improved road safety.

SARF Road Safety – Brake & Tyre Watch

Empowering operators, drivers and oﬃcials for safer roads
Brakes, even though they are a hidden component on a vehicle, together with tyres, are the most critical
safety items on any vehicle and need to be maintained to the highest standards. All too often accidents are
blamed on two things - either ‘the brakes failed’ or ‘the tyre burst’. It is a sad fact that many operators, due to
pressures to deliver and make proﬁts, combined with the current negative economic climate, are skipping
their scheduled maintenance checks - a worrying trend with dire consequences.
FleetWatch magazine, along with its partners which include the South African Road Federation (SARF), hold
a Brake & Tyre Watch road safety event every quarter. This initiative is designed to raise transport operators’
awareness about eﬃcient braking and tyre checking as well as preventative maintenance on trucks, which
includes all critical safety items such as lighting and reﬂectives.
The project is also intended to empower traﬃc oﬃcials with specialised knowledge so they can perform
better in their profession and intervene more frequently and conﬁdently in taking unroadworthy heavy
vehicles oﬀ our roads. It is very diﬃcult to stop a truck in a roadblock and ascertain whether or not the brakes
and tyres are functional. Furthermore, new braking systems are continually being introduced into new trucks
coming into the market.
Working closely with provincial traﬃc oﬃcials and the SAPS, the sessions focus on the quality of brake
maintenance and determining braking eﬃciency, tyre faults and general issues. They also include a practical
check with a roadworthy truck and trailer. Trucks are randomly selected from the closest main route and put
through a Brake Roller Test to assess the state of brakes and braking systems. The vehicles are also checked
for trailer defects and other faults.
The last Brake & Tyre programme took place on 13 and 14 March 2019. The ﬁrst day of presentations took
place at the Farm Inn in Silver Lakes Golf Estate. The second day was the practical session which took place at
the Donkerhoek Traﬃc Control Station on the N4 near Pretoria.

The RTMS voluntarily
regulates the heavy vehicle
industry and has achieved
signiﬁcant results already.
The most signiﬁcant impact
of RTMS has been
improved road safety.

Attendees after a long day of Brake & Tyre Watch training.

SARF Tribute

Honouring ﬁve decades of service
Kate Gregg worked for South African Road Federation (SARF) for 50 years, from 1952 to 2002. She passed
away on 14 January this year at the age of 99. Tributes poured in from the SARF community including former
SARF Presidents and Executive Directors.
"She amazed us all with her ability to provide copious copies of accurate minutes. She lived through
signiﬁcant changes in the industry and our country and helped us achieve some of our dreams by managing
that change. She travelled a long road and our memories of Kate will be with us as we continue the journey."
- Leon Oosthuizen, SARF President (1992 - 1994).
"It is diﬃcult to add to all the tributes, but I recall how she remembered hearing the German bombs landing
on London as a child, and how on ﬂights from Joburg to Cape Town she ﬁnished crossword puzzles in a ﬂash,
something us engineers only dream of doing.” - Steve Kruger, SARF President (1997 -1999).
"The ﬁrst time I had dealings with Kate was at the Advanced Traﬃc Management programme in 1978.
Apartheid was at its peak and as a black person, I felt isolated. When I became SARF President, I developed
a closer relationship with Kate. I will always remember her smile and her contribution towards SARF.”
- Titus Malaza, SARF President (2000 - 2001).
"She will always stand out in my memory as one of the most enthusiastic and committed SARF supporters."
- Mike White, President (2002 - 2003).
“When I think of Kate, courage and commitment come to mind. I will always remember her as a highly
eﬃcient, kind and friendly person.” - John Sampson, President (2004 - 2005).
"She was very organised and courteous and could also be a hard task master."
- Bryan Perrie, President (2005 - 2006).
"Like my mother, she was one of the old-school and used shorthand to take minutes of meetings. Her
eﬃciency in getting minutes out and acting on decisions taken was unsurpassed. I will always remember
her as kind, friendly, enthusiastic and dedicated." - Paul Nordengen, President (2007 -2009).
"Kate made a signiﬁcant contribution to developing the organisation and extending its inﬂuence.
With the global oil crisis in 1973, SARF was hit very hard and lost a lot of funding. Kate provided a rondavel
in her garden as a temporary headquarters until SARF was able to rebuild itself. I became aware of her
strong and vigorous promotion of SARF. SARF might well have been forced to close its doors without her."
- Dr Malcolm Mitchell, SARF Executive Director (2002 - 2009).
“Kate set a very high working standard and always maintained that SARF was her home away from home.
She worked tirelessly to make a success of the Federation. She was dynamic and strong-willed and did
every task quickly but eﬃciently.” - Dianne Myles, SARF Oﬃce Administrator.
“I had the honour of working with Kate for 10 years before she retired. She was a role model and I will always
remember everything she taught me. - Angie Gouws.
For Kate’s full story about SARF click here: Kate Gregg's story 1950 - 2002

Kate Gregg at the SARF IRF Conference in
Cape Town in 2010.

The South African Road Federation (SARF) is not-for-proﬁt organisation dedicated to the promotion of the
road industry in South Africa through the dissemination of information, the promotion of sound policies and
training and skills development for people working across the road and transport sectors. SARF provides
accurate information, credible data and reliable commentary on road funding and road safety as part of its
goal to promote prosperity in SA though an eﬃcient road network.

Website: https://sarf.org.za | Tel: +27 11 394 5634 /1459 | Email: info@sarf.org.za

